LESSER USED GENEALOGICAL RECORDS

I. Indexes:
   b. Newberry Library, Genealogical Index. 4 vols.
   e. E. Kay Kirkham, An Index to Some of the Family Records of the Southern States.

II. NUCMC
   b. Index to Personal Names in the National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections, 1959-1984, 2 vols.

III. Laws
   a. Decennial Edition of the American Digest, A Complete Digest of All the Reported Cases from 1658 to 1907.
   b. State statutes.
      5. Complete Index to Colonial Laws and Ordinances of New Netherlands and New York State 1638-1775.
      8. Charles A. Sherrill, Tennesseans in Court: 2,500 Early Settlers Found in Supreme Court Reports, 1791-1820.
      9. Index to Proper Names in Gammel's Laws of Texas.
      11. Jospeh J. Casey, Personal Names in Hening's Statutes at Large and Sheperd's Continuation.
   c. Name changes
      2. Doris Nave, Kentucky Frontiersman: Name Changes, Legitimations, and Adoptions Found in the State of Kentucky, 1802-1850.
5. List of Persons Whose Names Have Been Changed in Massachusetts 1780-1892.
6. Stina B. Green, Adoptions and Name Changes, Minnesota Territory and State, 1835-1881.
11. William P. Phillimore, Index to Changes of Names under Authority of Changes of Names.

d. Federal law
1. Digested Summary and Alphabetical List of Private Claims Which Have Been Presented to the House of Representatives from the First to the Thirty-First Congress [1789-1851].
2. Digested Summary and Alphabetical List of Private Claims Which Have Been Presented to the House of Representatives from the Thirty-Second to the Forty-First Congress Inclusive [1851-1871].
3. List of Private Claims Brought before the Senate of the United States [1815-1881].

IV. Military records:
a. Index: The Papers of the Continental Congress.
b. Special Index to Numbered Records in the War Department Collection of Revolutionary War Records, 41 rolls.

V. City Directories:
a. Dorothea N. Spear, Bibliography of American Directories through 1860.
b. City Directories of the United States, An Annotated Bibliography of Published American Diaries and Journals.

VI. Diaries:
a. Laura Arksey, American Diaries, An Annotated Bibliography of Published American Diaries and Journals.
b. William Matthews, British Diaries: An Annotated Bibliography of British Diaries Written between 1442 and 1942.